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Mx Supplier Collaboration® Solution Highlighted by American Machinist 
 
 
Cleveland, Ohio - e-Ventus Corporation, a leading solutions provider for e-Business and e-
Collaboration solutions,  
 

“System untangles supply-chain problems 
 
 Supply-chain communications and transactions were stalling Bendix CVS’s global 

expansion.  For one of its Chinese castings supplier, the Elyria, Ohio, vehicle-parts 
maker faxed weekly updates on Tuesdays and followed up with off-hour e-mails or 
voicemails to confirm releases or track shipments.  The Chinese company then manually 
compared the information to its own schedule before responding.  This type of back-and-
forth communication took as long as a week, and the problem was further magnified 
when dealing with Bendix’s other 219 suppliers. 

 
 Bendix solicited the help of e-Ventus who suggested its e-business software solution, 

called Mx Supplier Collaboration, for complex supply-chain-management problems.  It’s 
a web-based program that requires only Internet access. 

 
 Mx Supplier Collaboration operates in a secure Internet environment and provides 

categories of real-time information.  For instance, its supplier and planner portals list 
release data and shipment activity.  A shipment module tracks shipments in real-time, 
and a message board does the work of e-mails and phone calls.  Company planners 
update procurement and production schedules or exchange purchase orders and 
promises-to-ship on-line. 

 
 By streamlining its supply chain with MX Supplier Collaboration, companies like Bendix 

move toward becoming more globalized.  The system lets them find the best quality and 
lowest-cost products and communicate with suppliers any time.” 

 
According to Joe LaMantia, president of e-Ventus Corporation, “Mx Supplier Collaboration® 
continues to transform the business processes of enlighten firms that are seeking to leverage 
the power of web technology and the Internet and provide them with significant competitive 
advantages through quicker cycle time, reduced costs, improved visibility and knowledge 
management .” 
 
About e-Ventus Corporation 
Based in Cleveland, Ohio, e-Ventus Corporation is an established e-Business and information 
technology consulting firm with a strong market presence.  e-Ventus Corporation targets 
manufacturing companies and empowers them with innovative business and technical solutions 
that enable more effective business processes, higher efficiency, lower total cost, and long-term 
competitive advantage. 



 
e-Ventus Corporation offers a broad range of consulting services including strategic planning 
and consulting; Internet-based business solutions; ERP system deployment and integration; and 
project management.  For more information, visit www.e-Ventus.com or contact Joe LaMantia in 
the e-Ventus Corporation office at (216) 643-1900. 
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